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J&S Maritime provide generic and bespoke training to stakeholders in the container
terminal sector. They offer a unique blend of industry experience, applied knowledge
and conceptual insight supported by academic rigour. Excelling in interactive classroom
delivery and engaging eLearning courses they deliver best in class training content that
engages attendees whether they are new to the industry or have decades of experience.

Jeffrey Martin is a co-founder of J & S Maritime Ltd and is a Visiting
Professor in the Department of International Logistics at Chung-Ang
University, Korea where he lectures in container logistics, shipping
and ports.
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He graduated with a BSc Honours degree in Maritime Studies and
was awarded a PhD from the University of Wales for his research on
strategic relationships in container terminal communities. He has
over 25 years of international experience in the industry including
periods in export shipping, project finance, software development
and business consultancy.
Jeffrey has a particular interest in terminal automation and in the
education of port workers and frontline managers. He works with
many global companies in the container sector delivering
operational, management and executive training on behalf of
terminal operators, technology providers and consultancy firms.
For further details, visit: linkedin.com/in/jeffreymartin

Dr Sally Martin

Sally Martin is a co-founder of J&S Maritime Ltd and is a Professor at
the Department of International Logistics, Chung-Ang University,
Korea specializing in land transport and logistics.
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On graduating with a BSc Honours degree in International Transport
she undertook at a PhD at the University of Wales assessing the
potential for rail freight in the UK.
Following 15 years in industry where she became Chief of Staff to a
major UK engineering company supplying the offshore oil and gas
sector she returned to academia in 2011.

Sally has published papers in Maritime Policy & Management,
Transport Review and the Asian Journal of Shipping & Logistics. She
is also the Administrative Editor for Maritime Policy & Management.
For further details, visit: linkedin.com/pub/sally-martin/30/544/121
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Course Description
Unit 1: Container Types

Unit 2 Container Carrying Ships
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The unit examines the way containers have been adapted to carry different types of
cargo. As well as the general purpose container, you will examine thermal containers
(commonly known as reefers), tanks, platforms, open top, dry bulk and specialist
containers designed for a specific cargo such as livestock or steel coils. Users will be
introduced to the wide variety of cargoes transported by container and be shown a range
of methods used to (un)load containers.
The unit examines ships which transport containers, giving details of their layout and the
way in which they are loaded and unloaded. LoLo and RoRo operations are
demonstrated in the different ship types as well as types of hatch covers and securing
methods. Part A covers geared cellular, fully cellular container ships and multipurpose
ships. In Part B hybrid ships (reefer and ConRo) are covered as well as barges and
tugs.
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Unit 3: Container Terminals

The unit introduces the characteristics and operations of a container terminal. Firstly the
role and characteristics of container terminals are examined, then the different types of
container stacks and the various functions and activities carried out in the terminal. In
the second part, the different flows of containers through a terminal are examined
(export, import, transit and transhipment) as well as those related to CFS work. Finally,
the different container moves related to ship and terminal operations are described.

Unit 4: Handling Equipment 1

This unit introduces ship-to-shore and yard cranes. For each type of equipment, you will
be given an overview of their design and functions as well as key terminology used.
Specific use is made of videos to help you identify the different types of terminal
equipment as well as appreciate the way in which they operate.

Unit 5: Handling Equipment 2
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This unit introduces mobile cranes and terminal transfer vehicles. For each type of
equipment, you will be given an overview of their design and functions as well as key
terminology used. Specific use is made of videos to help you identify the different types
of terminal equipment as well as appreciate the way in which they operate.

Unit 6: Container Transport

This unit examines the door-to-door transport of containers. The first part of the unit
looks at the term TEU before examining the size and capacity of container ships and the
complexity of ship planning and container stowage. The second part focuses on inland
transport vehicles and the benefits of intermodalism.

Online Glossary
All key terms in the training are available in the content, at the back of this workbook and
online at nowlearn.net.

Video Library

A collection of additional real time and time lapse video content is available when logged
on to nowlearn.net showing industry examples and detailed operations.
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Unit 1: Container Types
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Outline
The unit examines the way containers have been adapted to carry different types of cargo. As well as the
general purpose container, which is the most common design type, you will examine thermal containers
(commonly known as reefers), tanks, platforms, open top, dry bulk and specialist containers designed for a
specific cargo such as livestock or steel coils. Through the use of photo albums, users will be introduced to
the wide variety of cargoes transported by container and be shown a range of methods used to (un)load
containers.

Learning Objectives & Outcomes

W

Outcomes
▪
Awareness of containers & their cargo
o General purpose
o Platform
o Dry bulk
o Reefer
o Tank
o Open top
▪
Select most suitable container type for
different cargoes
▪
Relate operations to container types
▪
Relate operations to cargo
▪
Recall key terms
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Objectives
▪
Distinguish different container types
▪
Describe different cargo characteristics
▪
Awareness of the cargo carried by each
container type
▪
Describe different cargo (un)stuffing methods
▪
Understand the impact of container types on
operations
▪
Ability to define unit key terms

Structure

Part A: General, thermal & platform containers
▪
Quiz: ISO designates
▪
Quiz: container dimensions
▪
Quiz: key terms

Part B: Open top, dry bulk & tank containers
▪ Quiz: hotspot
▪ Quiz: size variations
▪ Quiz: key terms

Content

Open top containers
▪
Use for oversized & heavy cargo
▪
Examples of out-of-gauge cargo
▪
Location above and below deck

General containers
▪
Most common of all containers
▪
Main lengths (20ft, 40ft & 45ft)
▪
Used for breakbulk & bulk cargoes

Dry bulk containers
▪
Use for dry and agribulks
▪
Design adaptations
▪
Methods of loading and unloading

Insulated & reefer containers
▪
Temperature controlled cargoes
▪
Known as thermal containers
▪
How power is supplied to reefers
▪
The need for monitoring

Tank containers
▪
Suitability for liquid, gas and dry bulk cargo
▪
Cargo specific designs
▪
Pressurised & non-pressurised forms
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Introduction to basic concepts
▪
Design of containers
▪
Ownership of containers
▪
Loading & packaging of cargo

Platform containers
▪
Use for out-of-gauge cargo
▪
Ability to stack and bundle
▪
Location above and below deck

J & S Maritime Ltd
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Key terms

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Dry bulk container
End-of-life
Flat rack (platform)
container
Genset
Gypsum
Lashing
Loading hatch
Non-pressurised
container
Open top container

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Out-of-gauge (OOG)
Over height frame
Pneumatic (un)loading
Pressurised containers
Reefer container
Reefer plugs
Segregation
Spreader
Tank container
Tarpaulin
Tonne bags
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▪
▪
▪

Above (on) deck
Actual net weight (actual
payload / payload)
Below (under) deck
Breakbulk cargo
Bundle
Cold (reefer) supply
chain
Corner casting (fitting)
Double stacked train
Dry bulk
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▪
▪
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Part A: General, Thermal & Platform
1 Safety & best practice

This training includes historical and operational images which do not follow best practice
and may include unsafe operations.
Always follow the health and safety procedures and use the correct personal protection
equipment (PPE) as defined by your company.

Welcome to this unit on Containers.
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2 Introduction

This unit provides an introduction to containers and focuses on the different types of
container being used today in international trade.
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You will look at examples of each container type in turn understanding how they are
suited to different types of cargo. During this unit, you will learn some key industry terms
which you will be quizzed on. A copy of these can be found in the menu, under
definitions. In this first part, you will look at general purpose, reefer and platform
containers.
In Part B, you will look at open top, dry bulk and tank containers.

3 Adoption

Since they first emerged in the 1950s containers have become a common part of
everyday life. Their global adoption is testament to their success in reducing transport
times, damage to and theft of goods, handling costs and improving the turnaround time
of ships, trucks and trains.
No matter where you are in today’s world you will not be far away from a container whether empty awaiting cargo to be loaded or full with cargo being transported to its final
destination.
While the vast majority of containers are general purpose and little more than a steel
box, suited to a wide array of cargo, there are also specialised containers designed to
suit specific cargo characteristics (such as liquid or gaseous cargo) or have specialised
handling needs such as heavy cargo items that are best lifted into and out of a container,
from above, by means of overhead cranes.
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4 General purpose

Looking first at the general purpose container we find a container that basically consists
of a:
•
•
•
•

Strong steel frame consisting of posts and beams, which is
Enclosed on all sides by steel walls - typically with a pair of doors at one end –
although some containers may have doors at both ends or along one side,
A floor able to support the weight, not only of the cargo, but also handling
equipment such as forklift trucks which may be used to load or unload cargo, and
Finally, a steel roof which has to be strong enough to support the weight of a
person.

And so, we have the general purpose container which is the most common form of
container seen today.

4.1 Cargo types
The general purpose container is used to carry all forms of breakbulk cargo – from loose
J & S Maritime Ltd
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•
•
•
•

Boxes
Crates
Bags
Drums

To cargo which has been consolidated onto pallets or into unit loads such as tonne bags
or intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) for liquids.
These containers can also be used to transport larger items of cargo such as steel bars,
steel pipes or even items such as new or second hand cars for export or motor cycles.

4.2 Album
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It is also possible to carry bulk cargo either in packaged form such as tonne bags or by
using large liners which can be filled with either dry bulk cargo such as sugar or fertilizer
or liquid cargo such as chemicals or wine.
Let us now look at an album of some industry examples showing these containers in
use.
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4.2.1
40ft long
A variety of container sizes exist – the main size are 40ft long containers.
4.2.2
20ft long
The other main size found are 20ft long containers.

4.2.3
45ft long
We also see 45ft long containers on international trades.

4.2.4
53ft long
But there are lots of other sizes – this is a 53ft container common in North America and
Australia.
4.2.5
45ft on 20fts
You can also see 45ft containers stacked on two 20ft containers.

4.2.6
Look inside
This is the inside of a general container – it is essentially just a steel box.
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4.2.7
Most common
General purpose containers are the most common boxes in use today.

4.2.8
Shipping line owned
Many boxes are owned by shipping lines – these are owned by the Danish shipping
company Maersk.
4.2.9
Leasing company owned
Containers may also be owned by leasing companies – here it is Capital.
4.2.10 Lifted on a truck
General purpose containers are easy to handle - this image shows an empty 40ft
container being loaded onto a truck.
4.2.11 By straddle carrier
This straddle carrier is taking a 40ft container to the quay for loading onto a ship.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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Glossary
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1 over x
The number of containers a crane can
pass over when moving a container – for
example a 1 over 2 straddle carrier can
lift one container over stack of two
containers

A
Above (on) deck
Where cargo such as containers is
transported above the hatch covers
(deck) of the ship exposed to the marine
environment (e.g. wind and waves)

Automatic guided vehicle (AGV /
auto-guided vehicle)
A self-powered vehicle controlled and
navigated by computer which is able to
carry an object such as a container
Automatic stacking crane (ASC)
Computerised yard crane overseen by a
remote operator – typically two ASCs
will work a block with interchange grids
at each end (one dedicated to landside
and the other to waterside moves)
Axle load (axle weight)
The weight (load) of a road or rail
vehicle exerted by an axle on the road
or rail track
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Actual net weight (actual payload /
payload)
The combined weight of cargo and any
securing devices / material (dunnage)
used to protect the cargo during
transport

Auto-guided vehicle (AGV / automatic
guided vehicle)
A self-powered vehicle controlled and
navigated by computer which is able to
carry an object such as a container
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0-9

Example
Actual net weight = actual gross
weight - tare
8,200kg = 11,000kg - 2,800kg

Actual payload (actual net weight /
payload)
The combined weight of cargo and any
securing devices / material (dunnage)
used to protect the cargo during
transport
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Example
Actual net weight = actual gross
weight - tare
8,200kg = 11,000kg - 2,800kg

Aft
At or near the stern (back) of a ship
AGV (automatic guided vehicle / autoguided vehicle)
A self-powered vehicle controlled and
navigated by computer which is able to
carry an object such as a container
ASC (automatic stacking crane)
Computerised yard crane overseen by a
remote operator – typically two ASCs
will work a block with interchange grids
at each end (one dedicated to landside
and the other to waterside moves)
J & S Maritime Ltd

Axle weight (axle load)
The weight (load) of a road or rail
vehicle exerted by an axle on the road
or rail track

B

Backreach
Maximum distance behind the back legs
of a crane which can be accessed by
the crane to lift or lower objects
Barge quay crane
A quay crane designed to work barges –
it is of relatively low height and able to
travel loaded along the quay
Bay
A cross-section of a block of containers
– for example athwartships of a cellular
container ship or across a block of
containers in the yard
Beam
A primary (main) horizontal steel girder
that carries (supports) loads and forms
part of a larger structure, such as a
crane
Beam overall (BOA)
The width of a ship at its widest point
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Between the legs
Area between the front and back legs of
a crane
Bi-modal crane
Crane that is capable of servicing two
inland transport modes
Block
Rectangular area identified by a
reference code and markings on the
ground for stacking containers

Bundle
Multiple empty platform containers are
secured together to allow them to be
lifted and transported as a single unit
Bunker fuel
Term used for marine fuel used by ships

C

Cab (cabin)
Enclosed location on a crane that
protects the operator (driver) controlling
the cranes movement
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BOA (beam overall)
The width of a ship at its widest point

Braking power
The amount of traction created by a train
locomotive, braking car or wagons with
braking capacity to stop a moving train
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Below (under) deck
Where cargo such as containers is
transported below the hatch covers
(deck) of a ship where it is protected
from the environment (e.g. wind and
waves)

Bobtail
Tractor part of an external truck and is
used to refer to an articulated truck in
North America that is not connected to a
trailer (chassis)
Bombcart (terminal chassis / terminal
trailer)
Rubber tyred platform used to move
cargo which is designed to be pulled by
a terminal tractor – it is not licenced for
used on the national road network
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Boom
An arm like structure to which a lifting
device such as a spreader or hook is
attached – it provides a crane’s
horizontal outreach when lifting an
object

Boom down
When the boom of a quay crane is in its
horizontal working position
Boom up
When the boom of a quay crane is
raised into a non-working position to
prevent collisions with the ship
Breakbulk cargo
Cargo shipped as separate packages of
all shapes, sizes and weights which
have to be stowed individually, not in
bulk or unitised

J & S Maritime Ltd

Cabin (cab)
Enclosed location on a crane that
protects the operator (driver) controlling
the cranes movement
Canal
Man-made waterway to allow ships or
barges to sail inland or to connect two
bodies of water
Cantilever beam
A beam that extends beyond one or
both sides of a cranes structure which
allows it to perform lifts beyond its legs –
an example of this is the cRMG
Cantilever rail mounted gantry crane
(cRMG)
Type of rail mounted gantry crane
(RMG) that has a cantilever arm on one
or both sides that services vehicles
outside its legs
Cargo survey
An inspection of the cargo carried out to
confirm its quantity, quality and condition
Cell guide
A vertical steel girder of a shape
designed to guide containers when
(un)loading a ship and to assist
container stability during a voyage
CFS (container freight station)
Area within a terminal, where break bulk
cargo is stuffed / unstuffed from
containers and additional activities such
as cargo surveys may be carried out
108
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Appendix
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Getting started
To complete this training make sure you are using a Windows based computer and
accessing the internet with a current browser version of Chrome or Internet Explorer. The
use of mobile, android or apple devices is likely to result in unexpected behaviour.
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STEP 1: Log in

 URL
Use the weblink http://nowlearn.net to access your eLearning course.
 Log in
Click on the Log in sign at the top of the screen.
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 Username & password
These will be emailed to you. You will also be able to log in with your email address.
 Forgotten username / password
Click on the link in the login screen – a new password will be emailed to you. Your corporate
email system may prevent this working, if you do not receive a new password via email, email
jeffmartin@nowlearn.net and your account will be reset.
 Exit
Exit the eLearning by closing your internet browser.
Changing your password
Once you have logged in, if you wish to change your password, click on your name to show
the <Preferences> setting select <Change password>.
Updating your profile
Log in and click on your name to show the <Preferences> setting – here you can edit your
profile, and even add a photo. This information will be visible to other members of the course.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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STEP 2: My content

 Current courses
When you log on you will see your courses listed in the Course Overview.
 Preview mode for other courses
Other available courses viewable in preview mode.
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 Reference collection
Click to take you to the Reference Collection where you will find all the glossary terms used in
the training and also a video collection based on container operations.
 Reference collection
On the right-hand side of the screen you will see changing glossary examples each time you
access the content. Click on <View more entries> to search Glossary terms.
 Training calendar
This shows your training plan which is the agreed completion schedule for each Unit in the
course. If you need to extend the schedule, please email the Course Director. You can
always complete ahead of schedule.
 Course enrolment
This displays your current course and also tabs to completed and future courses.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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STEP 3: Select course
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 My courses
You can access current and previous courses as well as the Reference Collection.

 Select a course
Click on the title of your course and you will be taken to the course overview showing a
summary of each unit in the course.
 Course progress
This graphic shows your progress to date.
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STEP 4: View course

 Course units
Each course is made up of a series of units which must be taken in order. To open a unit,
click on the unit heading.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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STEP 5 – Start my first unit

 View content
Click on the hyperlink to start viewing the content. NOTE this opens a pop-up screen and you
will need to ensure your web browser security setting allows pop-ups from nowlearn.net (see
FAQ’s).
 Completed check box
Once you have accessed the part a tick will be shown in the check box. You must view all
parts of a unit before you will be allowed to take the tutorial.
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This symbol shows you have yet to complete that part of a unit

This symbol shows that you have successfully completed that part of a unit
This symbol shows that you have completed the minimum score in a tutorial
to move onto the next unit.

 Tutorial
Once you have viewed each part of the unit you will be allowed to take the tutorial by clicking
on the blue hyperlink next to the yellow package icon.
To take the tutorial you should have access to your printed workbook to help you answer the
questions.
The icons for this tutorial inform you that (1) there is no audio (2) the maximum time is 20
minutes (3) there are 20 questions to be completed and (4) you can take the tutorial up to 5
times.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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STEP 6: Taking my first tutorial
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In the unit structure (see Step 4) click on the hyperlink to open the tutorial summary screen.
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In the tutorial status page (see Step 6) click <Enter> to start your tutorial. The time will now
start.
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 Click <I UNDERSTAND> to enter tutorial
You will be reminded to use your workbook as you complete the tutorial.

 Click <Question list> for list of questions to be answered
Current question is highlighted in blue and turns grey when you have entered an answer.
 Click <SUBMIT TUTORIAL> to submit your answers
When you have completed all the questions you will be asked to submit your answers for
scoring. Click the <SUBMIT TUTORIAL> button to grade your answers. (NOTE: once you
press the <SUBMIT TUTORIAL> button you cannot change your answers).
 Answers
When you have submitted your answers for grading, the question list will be updated to show
which of the answers are correct or incorrect.
J & S Maritime Ltd
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STEP 7: View my tutorial status

If you click on the tutorial hyperlink on the unit summary page, you can see the status of your
tutorial attempts.
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 Tutorial status
This shows you (1) you are allowed a total of 5 attempts, (2) how many attempts you have
already completed and (3) your current highest grade for this tutorial.

STEP 8: My grade

There are three grades (1) Completed which requires a minimum score of 70%, (2) Passed
which requires a minimum score of 80% and (3) Distinction which requires a score of 90% or
higher.
You are expected to score at least 80% on all units, however if you complete the unit the
system will allow you to start the next unit. You may return to this unit later to attempt to
achieve a higher grade.
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On completion of the course, your grade will be based on the average grade for all units.

To view your grades, click on <Grades> from the menu structure.

J & S Maritime Ltd
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